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#156 Feb 14, 2014

 justwondering wrote:
 Ok ppl I'm just wondering is anyone trying the new thrive weightloss
 supplement/chronic pain reliever/energy for days/amazing result kinda product? Lol
 it's 2 pills a day with a shake to replace one meal for 5 days a week or u can get the
 other package that u do all the above 7 days a week instead of 5. I'm thinking about
 doing it I hear a lot of good things about this stuff and I'm jw if its worth the $$ the
 only negative things I've read about it was not to take thrive if your on any other type
 of stimulants

 I use Thrive and love it. It's all natural and has helped me with migraine
 management. I had prescriptions for migraine which didn't help at all, but
 Thrive eliminates them. 1 day worth of Thrive has the equivalent to 27 cups(or
 close to, I can't remember the exact number) of yogurt in addition to all the
 vitamins.
Totally worth the cost, and if you can't afford it, promote it, if you have 2
 customers on autopay you get the average of their total costs in credit, which
 pays for yours.
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#157 Feb 14, 2014

 Lindsey wrote:
 .
I am a promoter for Le-Vel Thrive and just wanted to share my personal Thrive
 Experience as well as my husband's ...
My name is Lindsey and this is my Thrive Experience !
I am a 30 years old happily married mother of 6 children. I have suffered with...
 depression and severe anxiety my entire life. To the point where I could not even go
 into a crowded grocery store without my throat swelling. Let alone hold a
 conversation with a total stranger.
I lost my twin daughters the day they were born on July 12, 2004 and then my third
 daughter on March 5, 2010. All 3 passed away from a Genetic X abnormality known
 as Turner's Syndrome. The deaths of my daughter sent my life into a rollercoaster of
 emotional chaos and emotional eating. I gained a large amount of weight and was
 not sure how to find myself again. My journey started when I ended my abusive
 marriage and decided that it was time to focus on myself. I have lost a total of 180
 lbs at this point and Thrive gave me the inspiration and determination to keep going.
 I have 10 lbs left and know I can do it !
About 2 years ago I was diagnosed with endometriosis, Celiac's Disease (I am
 Gluten/MSG intolerant and anything containing wheat, rye, barley or additives
 makes me extremely ill) and I have a large mass in my abdomen known as tubo-
ovarian abcess. I spent 80% of my day in bed, curled up in a ball. My pain levels on a
 scale of 1-10 were always a 10. I also suffered from severe daily migraines, severe
 back and abdominal pain, mental fog, chronic fatigue as well as abdominal swelling.
 I could not move let alone be the wife and mother that my family needed me to be. I
 couldn't exercise anymore. I felt like my life was over.. or should I say did feel that
 way. Then I was introduced to le-vel Thrive. A very nice man (who is now my
 awesome upline) gave me some to try. By day 3 I was hooked and knew my life was
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 changed forever.
On day one, I noticed that I was not as tired. My energy levels were up and I was
 thinking clearly. I knew at this point something was happening, but was not sure
 what exactly.
On day two, I was out of bed moving around a bit. My abdomen was not inflamed
 and swelling like it normally was with activity and my pain was dramatically reduced.
 I was excited to see what would happen next.
Day 3 was the day that I knew my life was changed and knew that I HAD to tell the
 world. I was cleaning the house and on my hands SCRUBBING the floors ! I was
 playing with my children again. My pain levels were very minimal and I was in awe !
I am amazed at how this product line has changed my life. In those first 3 days I did
 not have one migraine. I am reclaiming my life and intend to share this amazing
 journey with everyone that I know. I am now THRIVING for life !
As for the anxiety, well if you remember I could not go to a store let alone talk to
 people. NOW, I want to talk to everyone. I want to jump for joy !(and now I can
 actually JUMP !) I want to tell the world ! So I joined absolutely FREE just so I could
 share this amazing journey with others.
MY HUSBAND - My husband was a very fit and active Martial Arts Instructor. About
 5 years ago he was in a serious car crash that broke his neck, his back and slipped
 3 disks. He was placed in a halo brace and had his back and neck surgically
 repaired with pins and plates. They didn't expect him to walk again. He was
 determined to train again one day. And was finally able to walk a few years later
 after years of physical therapy and determination, but he still lived a life of pain. That
 was until I got him to Thrive ! Thrive has been a blessing for our entire family. We
 have our lives back ! He is now training again and teaching again. We are both
 Thrivers for life and are able to be there for our 6 children.
~ Lindsey

 I've seen this very same word for word story lots of different places lol
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#158 Feb 15, 2014

 Reel wrote:
 <quoted text>
I've seen this very same word for word story lots of different places lol

 Because you think Topix is the only place on the Internet ? I share my story on
 my facebook, blogger, twitter, etc and then other people reshare it. I do the
 same with others stories.

Judged: 6 1 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#163 Feb 16, 2014

 Lindsey wrote:
 <quoted text> Because you think Topix is the only place on the Internet ? I share my
 story on my facebook, blogger, twitter, etc and then other people reshare it. I do the
 same with others stories.

 I'm sure you do I have no doubt, do you sell
thrive?

Judged: 4 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#164 Feb 18, 2014

 Does anyone know why a doctor would take someone off thrive because of
 chemo/cancer? There's a few threads going around FB of ppl with cancer not
 being able to take it and several comments have been things like "but it's all
 natural" I think there's a misconception out there that all that is natural is safe
 lol another important reason for the marketing team at Le-vel to educate their
 ppl, oh wait no education required! I would be devastated if I sold/pushed this
 on someone and they didn't ask their doctor about it because I promised them
 it was ok "as per a ton of FB feedback" and something horrible happened.

Judged: 15 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#165 Feb 20, 2014

 Actually I live in Alaska and its dark all the time in the winter. We cross country
 ski (check the calorie burning on that) and we hike a ton- huge mountains with
 very large packs, that weigh more when your carrying a 700 lb moose back (
 check that out too... Low fat meat) but yes we are tired - not much sun for 6
 cold months. I just tried a sample, and I have been looking for reviews to see if
 it would be good. I only saw 2 actual responses - most people are taking this
 for energy, which means it was low prior... If it gave you energy and you quit
 taking it you will most likely go back to.. Yep.. Being less energetic. Honestly I
 am so fatigued this winter, I tried that and I felt amazing! But I was looking for
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 TRENDING NOW

 legit comments and experiences. Negativity stop please. Life is good, and if it's
 not change it:-)

Judged: 2 2 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#166 Feb 20, 2014

 Tired wrote:
 Actually I live in Alaska and its dark all the time in the winter. We cross country ski
 (check the calorie burning on that) and we hike a ton- huge mountains with very
 large packs, that weigh more when your carrying a 700 lb moose back ( check that
 out too... Low fat meat) but yes we are tired - not much sun for 6 cold months. I just
 tried a sample, and I have been looking for reviews to see if it would be good. I only
 saw 2 actual responses - most people are taking this for energy, which means it was
 low prior... If it gave you energy and you quit taking it you will most likely go back to..
 Yep.. Being less energetic. Honestly I am so fatigued this winter, I tried that and I felt
 amazing! But I was looking for legit comments and experiences. Negativity stop
 please. Life is good, and if it's not change it:-)

 So is this just a general comment? People get on here for lots of different
 reasons and it seems you just did the same thing you asked others not to do :/
 you didn't provide anything useful instead you told people to stop being
 negative? Why? People have every right to be negative if they so choose and
 there are lots of positive and negative reviews about Thrive it works for some
 and not for others. Just sayin'

Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#167 Feb 21, 2014

 Polk citizen wrote:
 <quoted text>
I have to disagree that it couldn't be dangerous - why does those taking it admit they
 feel like crap when they don't? and 99% of those raving about it are using it to lose
 weight.

 Do you know what? If your doctor prescribed you medication that you were told
 would help you if you suffered from depression or anxiety would you take it?
Would you take it if you knew that it had the negative side effect of having
 suicidal thoughts/tendencies or permanent liver dysfunction? Well, maybe you
 wouldn't but millions of people do and when they stop taking them--they too
 feel like crap!

 When a person like myself, has migraine headaches, fibromyalgia, chronic
 fatigue and when one is in chronic pain, and or has depression--you don't feel
 like exercising and you feel like shit. 

I took the Thrive and felt a result within minutes. Do you know how overjoyed it
 has made me feel? I have been through serious stress in the last month and I
 can't believe how I have NOT suffered a mental break-down or anxiety attack. I
 am soo happy I found this product. Will I feel like crap if I stop taking it?
 Probably but no worse then I did before I started. I can't say enough good
 about how I am feeling--I am sleeping through the night, I have my depression
 under control, I have energy and feel amazing and as a result, I have lost 16 #
 in the last month. Why do you think all the people are sharing this? Because it
 is changing lives. If I could help only ONE person to feel as good as I do then I
 have made a difference. And the biggest difference between me taking this
 product versus a prescription is that this is actually WORKING with OUT all the
 negative side-effects.
Nothing else has helped me until Thrive by Le-Vel. 

Don't you think that if you had a life-changing experience that you would want to
 share it with everyone you know too? Am I obnoxious? I don't care. The
 obnoxious advertisements from the pharmaceutical companies are far more
 annoying and Thrive isn't cheap because it doesn't contain cheap ingredients. I
 think it is well worth the investment and I am saving money because I don't
 have to have countless pills, supplements and medications that could have life
 threatening side effects.

I AM Thriving and I'm happy that I am! I will NOT be selfish! I want to help as
 many people as I can with this wonderful product and company with a heart
 behind it.
I know...I had a great conversation with the humble co-owner and I am blessed
 to be working with such an amazing team of people who actually CARE.

Judged: Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!
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#168 Feb 21, 2014

 SunnyinMN wrote:
 <quoted text>
Do you know what? If your doctor prescribed you medication that you were told
 would help you if you suffered from depression or anxiety would you take it?
Would you take it if you knew that it had the negative side effect of having suicidal
 thoughts/tendencies or permanent liver dysfunction? Well, maybe you wouldn't but
 millions of people do and when they stop taking them--they too feel like crap!
When a person like myself, has migraine headaches, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue
 and when one is in chronic pain, and or has depression--you don't feel like
 exercising and you feel like shit.
I took the Thrive and felt a result within minutes. Do you know how overjoyed it has
 made me feel? I have been through serious stress in the last month and I can't
 believe how I have NOT suffered a mental break-down or anxiety attack. I am soo
 happy I found this product. Will I feel like crap if I stop taking it? Probably but no
 worse then I did before I started. I can't say enough good about how I am feeling--I
 am sleeping through the night, I have my depression under control, I have energy
 and feel amazing and as a result, I have lost 16 # in the last month. Why do you
 think all the people are sharing this? Because it is changing lives. If I could help only
 ONE person to feel as good as I do then I have made a difference. And the biggest
 difference between me taking this product versus a prescription is that this is
 actually WORKING with OUT all the negative side-effects.
Nothing else has helped me until Thrive by Le-Vel.
Don't you think that if you had a life-changing experience that you would want to
 share it with everyone you know too? Am I obnoxious? I don't care. The obnoxious
 advertisements from the pharmaceutical companies are far more annoying and
 Thrive isn't cheap because it doesn't contain cheap ingredients. I think it is well
 worth the investment and I am saving money because I don't have to have countless
 pills, supplements and medications that could have life threatening side effects.
I AM Thriving and I'm happy that I am! I will NOT be selfish! I want to help as many
 people as I can with this wonderful product and company with a heart behind it.
I know...I had a great conversation with the humble co-owner and I am blessed to be
 working with such an amazing team of people who actually CARE.

 I wish it worked for me I'd be doing the same thing as you!!! Glad it worked for
 you!

Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#169 Feb 24, 2014

 SunnyinMN wrote:
 <quoted text>
Do you know what? If your doctor prescribed you medication that you were told
 would help you if you suffered from depression or anxiety would you take it?
Would you take it if you knew that it had the negative side effect of having suicidal
 thoughts/tendencies or permanent liver dysfunction? Well, maybe you wouldn't but
 millions of people do and when they stop taking them--they too feel like crap!
When a person like myself, has migraine headaches, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue
 and when one is in chronic pain, and or has depression--you don't feel like
 exercising and you feel like shit.
I took the Thrive and felt a result within minutes. Do you know how overjoyed it has
 made me feel? I have been through serious stress in the last month and I can't
 believe how I have NOT suffered a mental break-down or anxiety attack. I am soo
 happy I found this product. Will I feel like crap if I stop taking it? Probably but no
 worse then I did before I started. I can't say enough good about how I am feeling--I
 am sleeping through the night, I have my depression under control, I have energy
 and feel amazing and as a result, I have lost 16 # in the last month. Why do you
 think all the people are sharing this? Because it is changing lives. If I could help only
 ONE person to feel as good as I do then I have made a difference. And the biggest
 difference between me taking this product versus a prescription is that this is
 actually WORKING with OUT all the negative side-effects.
Nothing else has helped me until Thrive by Le-Vel.
Don't you think that if you had a life-changing experience that you would want to
 share it with everyone you know too? Am I obnoxious? I don't care. The obnoxious
 advertisements from the pharmaceutical companies are far more annoying and
 Thrive isn't cheap because it doesn't contain cheap ingredients. I think it is well
 worth the investment and I am saving money because I don't have to have countless
 pills, supplements and medications that could have life threatening side effects.
I AM Thriving and I'm happy that I am! I will NOT be selfish! I want to help as many
 people as I can with this wonderful product and company with a heart behind it.
I know...I had a great conversation with the humble co-owner and I am blessed to be
 working with such an amazing team of people who actually CARE.

 I would be curious to know their long term plan is. Typically these businesses
 "fall off" very quickly. It'll be interesting to watch this "cloud" company

Judged: 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#170 Feb 25, 2014

 I take thrive for energy and pain control.. I am middle aged and have enough
 health problems to choke a pig.. however.. after starting Thrive I almost
 instantly felt like I did in my 20s. I ran out for a couple days waiting for my next
 month order... yes I "felt like hell" going off of it because I felt just like I did
 BEFORE I took it at all.
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MBA
 Eugene, OR

tlc
 United States

trying thrive
 Phoenix, AZ

not likely
 Newburgh, IN

Ashley
 Evansville, IN

 I was on numerous pain control pills both script and OTC and with Thrive I take
 NONE of them.. why not take an herbal remedy instead of a man made
 chemical? Kudos to those of us who use it and are helped by it...

Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#171 Feb 25, 2014

 Thrive Believer wrote:
 I take thrive for energy and pain control.. I am middle aged and have enough health
 problems to choke a pig.. however.. after starting Thrive I almost instantly felt like I
 did in my 20s. I ran out for a couple days waiting for my next month order... yes I
 "felt like hell" going off of it because I felt just like I did BEFORE I took it at all.
I was on numerous pain control pills both script and OTC and with Thrive I take
 NONE of them.. why not take an herbal remedy instead of a man made chemical?
 Kudos to those of us who use it and are helped by it...

 You sound like a junkie just sayin! What happens when/if this company folds?
 Remember it's very new and let's face it, it's a FB business just something to
 think about

Judged: 3 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#172 Feb 25, 2014

 I am taking THRIVE and have been for about two months. I did stop taking it
 for a couple weeks & what I felt was the same way I felt BEFORE I started
 taking it. I have some arthritis & degenerative discs & I normally (without
 THRIVE) have aches/pains daily & frequent headaches. With THRIVE I feel
 much better. I'm not saying I don't EVER hurt but it's much less. It also has
 taken away my cravings for coffee & sweets. I am 48 years old. Not overweight
 & eat a healthy balanced diet. We live on a farm, raise our own meat, eggs, &
 grow a garden. I'm conscious of GMO's, high fructose corn syrup, artificial
 sweeteners, etc. THRIVE is all natural vitamins, minerals, plant extracts, anti
 oxidant, pro biotic, enzymes, amino acid, etc. A lot of the ingredients are
 organic & it is non-GMO. Both of my parents take it, a couple friends, a friend's
 daughter who has MS & others I know. Several of them have taken it to their Dr
 & all of them have said it's ok. All the way from this is awesome to there isn't
 anything in it that can hurt you. I felt the same about the way it is
 marketed...always makes you think it's a scam, but it has really helped me. I
 would encourage anyone interested to find out more about it & make an
 informed decision as to whether it is right for you. No one knows your body like
 you do.

Judged: 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#173 Feb 26, 2014

 I was actually approached about it not from a standpoint of attempting to lose
 weight, but by someone who has Fibromyalgia and other severe pain that she
 has been taking medications and heavy hitting pain killers for. I'm more
 interested in it because of the cognitive performance. I am a small business
 owner and spend 14 hours or more at times working growing my business so if
 this would help even out energy and help me focus, it's worth a shot!

Judged: 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#174 Feb 26, 2014

 I tried it but only for a couple of days. It gave me horrible headaches. Not worth
 all that.

Judged: 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#175 Feb 26, 2014

 You should research the ingredients in THRIVE. No other company can touch
 the formulation - helps digestion, energy, joint pain, pain management in
 general and a magnitude of other things! Weight loss is only a side effect of
 your body balancing out and getting the nutrition you need. I have been on the
 product for 6 wks and have had immense and a HUGE changes in my life - the
 promoters are not pushy, they don't have to be because the testimonials and
 products do the work - they are legit. 100%. Don't knock it until you try it :)
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#177 Feb 28, 2014

 Tried the product for one week. Have headache almost every day. It has many
 ingredients so if you are on prescription medicines be careful!! Had an increase
 in energy from the capsule. Protein drink is poor quality - grainy!! No pain relief
 at all.

 justwondering wrote:
 Ok ppl I'm just wondering is anyone trying the new thrive weightloss
 supplement/chronic pain reliever/energy for days/amazing result kinda product? Lol
 it's 2 pills a day with a shake to replace one meal for 5 days a week or u can get the
 other package that u do all the above 7 days a week instead of 5. I'm thinking about
 doing it I hear a lot of good things about this stuff and I'm jw if its worth the $$ the
 only negative things I've read about it was not to take thrive if your on any other type
 of stimulants
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#178 Mar 1, 2014

 Ashley wrote:
 You should research the ingredients in THRIVE. No other company can touch the
 formulation - helps digestion, energy, joint pain, pain management in general and a
 magnitude of other things! Weight loss is only a side effect of your body balancing
 out and getting the nutrition you need. I have been on the product for 6 wks and
 have had immense and a HUGE changes in my life - the promoters are not pushy,
 they don't have to be because the testimonials and products do the work - they are
 legit. 100%. Don't knock it until you try it :)

 Who are you talking to? A lot of us are speaking from experience and have an
 opinion about the product and the promoters and ALL sales is pushy it's the
 nature of making money. This product DOES NOT work for everyone!
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#180 Mar 2, 2014

 Can you take a shower while wearing the thrive patch

Judged: 12 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!

#181 Mar 3, 2014

 brandy wrote:
 Can you take a shower while wearing the thrive patch

 Yes

Judged: 1 Reply »Report AbuseJudge it!
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